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Instructions
THIS WORK REQUIRES A DIRECTOR TO ENSURE VISUAL AND SONIC CONSISTANCY
* performers walk in time with audio score - audio score is rarely heard by audience
* must move in straight line from left stage to right stage (and vice versa), face direction of trajectory
* performers always mimic the vocal techniques in the audio score by walking
* performers only vocalize/sing when instructed to do so in the audio score
* when performers hear “and” given as an upbeat, they should never sing with the audio score, only walk
* performers move while singing except for the “ah” or “ee” parts
* performers turn to face forward when instructed to do so - turn back when “and” upbeat is given
* all performers must choose and agree upon how to mimic the vocal techniqes - in doing so, it is important
   that performers carefully work out each walking technique together

* performers choose 5 pairs of shoes that visually and sonically contrast one another
* shoes are set along any part of each performerʼs trajectory, though must be kept in pairs
* performer must choose shoes that “suit” a vocal technique in the audio score
* when audio score says “change shoes,” the performer must run to their selected pair of shoes for the
   next vocal technique and change their shoes (try to move quietly) 
* performers must be sure to leave shoes slightly off to the side of their trajectory
* it may occur that the performer does not change their shoes in time for their next entrance - if this is the 
   case, just enter in as soon as possible

* performers should either wear nude colors or all black, tight clothing only
* performers should role up their pants so as to accentuate their footwear

*one person (not performing) must control the mixer for parts where the vocal audio score is revealed 
  through stereo loudspeakers 

* a visual score is provided to help guide the performers through their rehearsal process
* the score should not be used during performance
* the score is not proportional
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= CHANGE SHOES
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= SING/VOCALIZE

*move while singing/vocalizing in this section


